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Management in India: Grow from an Accidental to a successful manager in the IT & knowledge industryPackt Publishing, 2012


	Reading this wonderful book by Rahul brought back early memories of my career. It was nearly 15 years ago that I became a manager, almost by accident. Back then I had always prided myself in my creativeness and technical ability. I had this wonderful opportunity working for an exciting startup in the Silicon Valley with three other code...
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Regular Expressions CookbookO'Reilly, 2012

	
	
		Over the past decade, regular expressions have experienced a remarkable rise in popularity.
	
		Today, all the popular programming languages include a powerful regular expression
	
		library, or even have regular expression support built right into the language.
	
		Many developers have taken advantage of these regular...
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The Definitive ANTLR 4 ReferencePragmatic Bookshelf, 2013

	
		Programmers run into parsing problems all the time. Whether it's a data format like JSON, a network protocol like SMTP, a server configuration file for Apache, a PostScript/PDF file, or a simple spreadsheet macro language--ANTLR v4 and this book will demystify the process. ANTLR v4 has been rewritten from scratch to make it...
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Dissecting the Hack: The V3rb0t3n NetworkSyngress Publishing, 2015

	Dissecting the Hack: The V3rb0t3n Network ventures further into cutting-edge techniques and methods than its predecessor, Dissecting the Hack: The F0rb1dd3n Network. It forgoes the basics and delves straight into the action, as our heroes are chased around the world in a global race against the clock. The danger they face will...
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Ruby Cookbook: Recipes for Object-Oriented ScriptingO'Reilly, 2015

	
		Why spend time on coding problems that others have already solved when you could be making real progress on your Ruby project? This updated cookbook provides more than 350 recipes for solving common problems, on topics ranging from basic data structures, classes, and objects, to web development, distributed programming, and...
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Learning Ext JS 4Packt Publishing, 2013

	For those with a little JavaScript experience, this book is a great way to learn Ext JS and start building interactive web applications using Ajax, DHTML, Dom, and the like. Ideal for beginners.

	
		Learn the basics and create your first classes
	
		Handle data and understand the way it works, create powerful...
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Clojure High Performance Programming - Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2015

	Become an expert at writing fast and high performant code in Clojure 1.7.0


	About This Book

	
		Enhance code performance by using appropriate Clojure features
	
		Improve the efficiency of applications and plan their deployment
	
		A hands-on guide to designing Clojure programs to get...
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C in Depth :: Easy Beginner's To Expert's Guide.CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2014

	Essential C Skills-Made Easy–Without Fear!  


	This C Programming book gives a good start and complete introduction for C Programming for Beginner’s. Learn the all basics and advanced features of C programming in no time from Bestselling...
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iPhone App Design for Entrepreneurs: Find Success on the App Store without CodingApress, 2019

	
		Make an app from start to finish on your own or with a dedicated team. This book is your all-in-one, go-to resource for designing, building, and marketing, a trending app that others flock to buy. Use detailed analysis to decide what designs you should choose and whether you should learn to code or hire someone else to do the trench...
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Practical Guide to Salesforce Communities: Building, Enhancing, and Managing an Online Community with Salesforce Community CloudApress, 2018

	
		Whether you are brand new to the world of Salesforce communities or you are looking to take your Community Cloud knowledge to the next level, this detailed guide will help you to build and manage a Salesforce community by leveraging the declarative power of the platform with clicks, not code.

	
		Each Salesforce community is...
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Professional Scala: Combine object-oriented and functional programming to build high-performance applicationsPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		If your application source code is overly verbose, it can be a nightmare to maintain. Write concise and expressive, type-safe code in an environment that lets you build for the JVM, browser, and more.

	
		Key Features

		
			Expert guidance that shows you to efficiently use both object-oriented and...
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Data Mining Tools for Malware DetectionAuerbach Publications, 2011

	
		Although the use of data mining for security and malware detection is quickly on the rise, most books on the subject provide high-level theoretical discussions to the near exclusion of the practical aspects. Breaking the mold, Data Mining Tools for Malware Detection provides a step-by-step breakdown of how to develop...
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